Autonomous vehicles must be able to react in a timely manner to typical and unpredictable situations in urban scenarios. In this connection, motion planning algorithms play a key role as they are responsible of ensuring driving safety and comfort while producing human-like trajectories in a wide range of driving scenarios. Typical approaches for motion planning focus on trajectory optimization by applying computation-intensive algorithms, rather than finding a balance between optimatily and computing time. However, for on-road automated driving at medium and high speeds, determinism is necessary at high sampling rates. This work presents a trajectory planning algorithm that is able to provide safe, human-like and comfortable trajectories by using cost-effective primitives evaluation based on quintic Bézier curves. The proposed method is able to consider the kinodynamic constrains of the vehicle while reactively handling dynamic real environments in real-time. The proposed motion planning strategy has been implemented in a real experimental platform and validated in different real operating environments, successfully overcoming typical urban traffic scenes where both static and dynamic objects are involved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the wide range of technologies involved in automated driving, decision-making systems aim to both provide the understanding of the vehicle environment and generate a safe and efficient action plan in real-time [1] . Accordingly, tasks such as prediction of nearby traffic participants actions, motion planning, and obstacle avoidance must be carried out within the decision-making sub-systems.
Whilst considerable efforts have been addressed in the perception and localization domains, planning in urban scenarios is still in an earlier development stage. Understanding the spatio-temporal relationship between the subject vehicle and the surrounding entities, while being constrained by the road network is a very difficult challenge. With the aim of reacting safely even in complex urban situations, autonomous vehicles require methods to generalize unpredictable situations and reason in a timely manner. In this context, motion planning is particularly relevant as it plays a key role in ensuring driving
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Razi Iqbal . safety [2] , [3] , while producing human-like trajectories in a wide range of driving scenarios. Most of the motion planning algorithms proposed in the literature focuses on path and speed optimization by applying computation-intensive algorithms, rather than finding a balance between optimatily and computing time. However, for on-road automated driving at medium and high speeds, determinism is necessary at high sampling rates while ensuring safety and comfort.
On the basis of the modular architecture for automated driving proposed in [4] , which enables the vehicle to handle dynamic urban scenarios, this work presents a trajectory planning algorithm that is able to provide safe and comfortable paths and speed profiles by using cost-effective primitives evaluation and selection. The main contributions of the trajectory generation strategy proposed in this paper are listed below:
• A novel sampling method for generating sets of curvature-continuous path candidates based on quintic Bézier curves.
• A motion planning algorithm that computes feasible, safe and human-like trajectories in real-time, while VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ considering the kinodynamic constrains of the vehicle. This allows the vehicle to reactively handle dynamic scenarios in real environments. The proposed motion planning strategy has been implemented in a real experimental platform and validated in different real operating environments, successfully overcoming typical urban traffic scenes where both static and dynamic objects are involved.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In section II, an overview of the most relevant motion planning approaches for automated driving is given. Section III introduces the motion planning architecture in which the proposed trajectory generation strategy is integrated. Section IV focuses on the path planning as well as the collision checking methods and V describes the applied speed planning method. Section VI focuses on the trajectory generation algorithm. In section VII, the results are shown and discussed. Finally, some conclusions and future works are presented in section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Motion planning is required to provide feasible and collisionfree trajectories in a short period of time while considering the surrounding environment and the current state of the vehicle. For most planning problems of interest in urban environments, optimal algorithms with practical computational complexity are unavailable [5] , [6] . In that regard, significant research attention has been directed towards studying approximate methods or particular solutions of the general motion planning problem. In the following subsections a review of the relevant works on path and speed planning is carried out.
A. PATH PLANNING
The path planning techniques proposed in the literature generally do not find an exact answer to the problem, but attempt to find a satisfactory solution or a sequence of feasible solutions that converge to the optimal solution. The utility and performance of these approaches are typically quantified by the class of problems for which they are applicable as well as their evidences for converging to an optimal solution. These approximate methods for path planning can be divided in three main families [2] : (i) variational methods, that project the infinite-dimensional function space of trajectories to a finite-dimensional vector space [7] - [11] , (ii) incremental search methods sample the configuration space and incrementally build a reachability graph (often a tree) that maintains a discrete set of reachable configurations and feasible transitions between them. One of the most wellknown and used techniques are the RRT [12] and their variants (e.g. [13] ), always looking for the best trade-off between completeness and computational cost. Finally, (iii) the graphbased search methods discretize the configuration space of the vehicle as a graph, where the vertices represent a finite collection of vehicle configurations and the edges represent transitions between vertices. The graph is then used to find a minimum-cost path based on defined cost function. There is a significant number of methods to build that graph. They can be grouped in two main families: geometric methods, such as cell decomposition [14] , visibility graphs [15] or Voronoi diagrams [16] , and sampling-based methods [17] , [18] . The latter are particularly relevant in structured environments, where different motion primitives (e.g [19] ) or steering functions (e.g [20] , [21] ) can be applied to explore the reachability of the free configuration space [22] , [23] . Once the graph is built, different strategies exist also to conduct the graph search in the most appropriate way (e.g. Dijkstra [24] , A* [25] , D* [26] , etc.). In the case of automated driving, the road structure provides strong heuristics, where samplingbased planning methods are very often sufficient to produce a feasible solution [2] . An evolution of these methods, where spatio-temporal constraints are considered, propose to formulate the problem as a trajectory ranking and search problem, where multiple cost terms are combined to produce a specific behaviour.
The applicability of variational methods is limited by their convergence to only local minima. In order to try to overcome this problem, graph-search methods perform global searches in a discretized version of the path space, generated by motion primitives. In some specific situations, this fixed graph discretization may lead to wrong or suboptimal solutions. In this cases, incremental search strategies may be useful, providing a feasible path to any motion planning problem instance, if one exists. In exchange, the required computation time to verify this completeness property may be unacceptable for a real-time system as required in the scope of automated driving.
To overcome these limitations, some recent approaches propose the use of a double stage planning strategy [27] - [29] that aims at limiting the search space to the region where the optimal solution is likely to exist, while keeping a high degree of reactivity. To that end, a first step performs the spatial space only considering the road geometry, resulting in a first reference trajectory that does not consider obstacles. Then, a traffic-based planning produces a path based on the reference plan to take into account other traffic and interfering objects. Finally, the final trajectory is generated for the most appropriate manoeuvre. Although twostage optimization approaches give good results in terms of curve smoothness, as discussed in the comparison carried out in [23] , a significant number of possible variations can significantly affect the resulting path and the computation times are generally high as well as indeterminate since the applied optimization algorithms do not ensure to obtain a solution for the motion planning problem in a constrained time horizon. Based on the comparison of path planning methods in [23] , the approaches using quintic Bézier curves and not applying optimization algorithms have been shown to be able to find solutions with low values of the cost functions used, by evaluating a limited number of possible candidates and therefore obtaining low and limited computation times.
B. SPEED PLANNING
Regarding speed planning techniques, two different approaches can be found in the literature: those that jointly compute the path and speed and those that decouple the path and speed planning in two different stages. The methods in this first group are generally not able to work in real time. This is because considering both the spatial an temporal motion components at one, the problem dimensionality is tipically high. For example, in [30] a search-based approach is applied over three dimensional space (two spatial dimensions and time) in order to adapt the speed of the vehicle based on the spatial distance among the nodes. Although this strategy presents a small computing time, the search space is too small to obtain a near-optimal trajectory. In another approach [31] , the authors use a discrete spatio-temporal state lattice to combine the configuration space and time and set the reachable states. Both approaches have only been tested in simulation.
Most of the motion planning strategies found in the literature in the scope of automated driving use decoupled path and speed planning. Within these approaches, the one proposed in [32] the geometric properties of the primitives applied for computing the path (a concatenation of clothoids, arcs of circles and straight lines) are used to simplify the speed profile computation that limits the maximum speed, both longitudinal and lateral accelerations and longitudinal jerk. Thus, the final trajectory is obtained by concatenating the different path and speed sections. The main drawback of this approach is the dependency on the use of that same type of primitives. Another approach proposed in [33] , propose an optimization-based strategy for path planning and then states the speed planning as a convex optimization problem. This approach limits the maximum speed, lateral and longitudinal accelerations. However, the computing time of the speed profile is dependent on the applied optimization algorithm.
Since the computing time of each planning cycle plays a key role in driving safety and comfort, the motion planning strategy proposed in this paper focuses on computing an optimal trajectory in a limited time without using computationally intensive optimization, while evaluating large search space. To that end, a decoupled method is used. Quintic Bézier curves are used as geometric primitives for path planning and a fast and primitive-agnostic speed planning algorithm computes a speed profile that limits both maximum speed and maximum longitudinal and lateral accelerations.
III. MOTION PLANNING ARCHITECTURE
The trajectory generation proposed in this paper is integrated in an architecture that consists of a set of modules with different functionalities in order to provide the whole system with automated driving capabilities. These components are depicted in the general functional diagram of Fig. 1 , where dashed lines represent event-driven actions and continuous lines correspond to continuously applied actions.
Within the architecture, the decision modules are structured in two groups: global and local planning. On the one hand, global planning and mapping modules address deliberative features such as the computation of the route to reach a given destination. Instead of requiring high-definition maps, the proposed approach uses low-fidelity map data to plan a global route and then automatically generate an extended data structure from OSM that enables the computation of driving corridors [34] .
On the other hand, local planning modules deal with reactive decisions such as final trajectory generation and obstacle avoidance. Self-generated driving corridors are used by the local planner modules to finally plan the trajectories that the vehicle will follow. To that end, three different elements have been integrated in the local planner. Firstly, a motion prediction component predicts the future motion of perceived objects. A manoeuvre planner is then responsible of analysing the output of the motion prediction module by checking possible spatio-temporal collisions with the current planned trajectory, and consequently trigger a new trajectory planning request, if needed. Finally, based on the predicted motion of nearby objects and the manoeuvre request, a trajectory generation module computes the final path and speed profile.
The trajectory generation is the last step of the motion planning architecture. The main goal of this module is to provide a new trajectory when requested by the manoeuvre planner, with the aim of achieving the best trade-off between smoothness, safety and planning time. Note that in this document, it is referred to as trajectory the composition of a path with an associated speed profile. Bearing this in mind, the computed trajectory must meet a set of requirements:
• To ensure comfort inside the vehicle, steering and pedals behaviour must be smooth and continuous. In order words, lateral and longitudinal accelerations must not exceed specified maximum values along the trajectory.
• The trajectory generator must be able to provide feasible trajectories to avoid static or dynamic objects.
• The trajectory must be computed in a reasonable amount of time in order to be reactive enough to avoid collisions in dangerous situations. VOLUME 7, 2019 The following sections focus on the trajectory generation module, detailing the proposed algorithms for path and speed planning.
IV. PATH PLANNING APPROACH
This section describes the details of both the approach to generate the path candidates and the used collision checking method.
Based on the requirements stated in section III, the primitive used for path planning must be able to generate a continuous curvature path. In geometric terms, that means that G 2 continuity must be guaranteed. Furthermore, the path must be computed as fast as possible, since an optimization algorithm should evaluate a large number of paths in the shortest possible time.
Taking into account the extensive comparison presented in [23] , quintic Bézier curves are chosen to generate the final path. Some of the main advantages of fifth order Bézier curves over cubic ones are the higher control of the curve shape and the possibility to impose curvature at both extremes of the curve. Let us recall that it is possible to concatenate quintic Bézier sections to achieve curvature continuity along the path [35] , thus complying with comfort requirements. Moreover, these primitives allow to define a wide range of curves from given initial and final poses, leading to a straightforward generation of a number of possible paths. The analytic expression of a quintic Bézier curve is obtained as follows:
the Bernstein polynomials, P i the control points of Bézier curve, and d b the degree of the Bézier curve. In the case of a quintic curve (d b = 5), it can be expressed explicitly as:
Using this primitive, a sampling-based motion planning approach is able to generate continuous curvature paths, i.e. maintaining G 2 continuity.
In view of previous works carried out to compare path planning strategies with different primitives [23] , the approach chosen for the path generation in this work is the following: Firstly, a modified version of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm is applied to obtain a set of reference points from the centreline of the road corridor. Besides the maximum distance between the original and the simplified curve ( simp ), the modified algorithm also limits the distance between two consecutive simplified points (d max simp ) in order to extend the search space increasing the amount of reference points to explore. Then, the reference points obtained after appling the Douglas-Peucker algorithm are used to create sets of path candidates to be explored by the planning algorithm.
As stated, quintic Bézier curves provides a higher controllability of the curve shape over cubic ones. The higher polynomial order allows to impose the position, orientation and curvature at the extreme curve points but also two additional degrees of freedom are still available, which are used to generate a large variety curves with the same initial
That is achieved by varying velocity and acceleration vectors while maintaining the initial and final poses.
In order to generate a set of curves with the same orientation at their extremes, the length of the initial and final velocity vectors ( t 0 and t f ) is varied. Firstly, to make independent the modules of the tangent vectors from each different curve cases (where the distance between extreme points is not constant), both lengths are normalised with respect to the distance between both curve extremes (d 0f ). Then, a set of N t points is generated between the interval [m min t , m max t ], where m min t and m max t are the minimum and maximum normalised lengths of the tangent vectors, respectively. Finally the length of the tangent vector is calculated as follows:
Furthermore, the influence of the curvature on the acceleration vector is also used to generate more candidates. Note that the curvature (κ n ) only affects the normal component of the acceleration vector:
where t u n and n u n are the unit tangent and normal vectors at point P n of the curve respectively. With this in mind, the magnitude of the tangential component of the acceleration vector can be varied to generate different curve candidates that maintain the same initial and final velocity vectors ( t 0 and t f ) and curvatures (κ 0 abd κ f ) at the curve extremes.
Just like in the case of the velocity vector length, the tangential component of the acceleration vector is modified proportionally to distance d 0f as follows, in order to generate N κ different values of the tangential component of the acceleration vector (a t n ):
Thus, the following expression is used to generate N κ different acceleration vectors for both the initial ( a n 0 ) and final ( a n f ) points of the path:
Once velocity and acceleration vectors are calculated for two given poses, a set of quintic Bézier curves can be generated by imposing all combinations of velocity and acceleration vectors at both extremes. respectively. Thus, the position of the six control points of each Bézier segment can be obtained as follows:
where P m (m ∈ N : m ∈ [0, 5] are control points of the Bézier curve. This method allows to generate a set of different curves maintaining the initial and final poses, allowing a better space exploration from the same inputs (p 0 and p f ). Fig. 2 illustrates a graphic example of this method. Fig. 2a shows a set of curves generated with the same initial and final poses and the curvature of each curve, where a range of colours has been used to relate each curve (at the top of the figure) with its curvature (at the bottom). Fig. 2b shows another example with a different initial curvature value (−0.1m −1 instead of 0.1m −1 ). In this figures, the green/blue color scale is used to visualize the correspondence between each 2D curve (top) and its respective curvature (bottom).
A. COLLISION CHECKING
In sampling-based motion planning approaches, collision checking should be carried out for each sampled system state. Thus, collision checking is the most computationally expensive process in most of search-based motion planning algorithms [36] .
To mitigate this problem, some approaches such as those presented in [33] introduce two collision checking stages in order to: firstly make a fast approximation of the possible colliding states; then a second and more accurate collision computation is performed.
Several collision checking approaches start from the rectangular vehicle shape and then approximate this rectangle through a set of circles (typically 3, 4, 6 or 8 circles) [33] , [36] . The main motivation for these approaches is the low computing time of the collision checking as only the computation of euclidean distances is needed. Their main drawback is the loss of accuracy when few circles are used to approximate the vehicle shape. The key challenge is therefore to balance computing time and collision checking accuracy.
Instead of circle-based approximations of the vehicle footprint, the approach for collision checking presented in this paper uses the bounding rectangle of the vehicle. The method is based on the generation of a polygon that represents the space that the vehicle would take while driving along the calculated path. This occupancy polygon is used to firstly check if the path is inside the road corridor and then if any obstacle collides with it.
In order to obtain the occupancy polygon, the dimensions of the vehicle and the path that is being evaluated are needed. Taking advantage of the fact that the path is a Bézier curve or a concatenation of them, the tangent vector and the curvature can be obtained analytically. Fig. 3 shows an example of occupancy polygon for a given path, where l tw is the vehicle axle track, l la is the distance from the rear axle to the front bumper and l lb is the distance from rear bumper to the rear axle. Based on the path, the right and left bounds of the area occupied by the vehicle can be computed as follows: the right bound will be composed of the points of right corner of the front of the vehicle when the vehicle is turning left and of the points of right corner of the rear axle when turning right. The left bound is computed analogously: it is composed of the points of left corner of It is worth to mention that a safety margin is added around the vehicle (d sm ). To determine if vehicle is turning right or left, the sign of the curvature is used. Finally, the polygon is conformed by joining the points of right and left sides to obtain a closed shape.
In point B of Fig. 3 it can be seen how the vehicle is turning right and the extreme left point of the front belongs to the left bound of the polygon, while the right extreme point of the rear axle is used for the right bound.
Once the path occupancy polygon is obtained, it is used to check if it is inside the road corridor and also if it collides with some obstacle. Both verification strategies rely on two different modifications of algorithm 5 described in [37] to solve the ''point in polygon'' problem:
• Verify if the path polygon is inside a given road corridor: It is checked that all vertexes of a simplified path polygon are inside the road corridor. When a vertex of the path polygon is outside the road corridor polygon, the execution stops.
• Verify if the path polygon collides with some obstacle: In this case all vertexes of the obstacles are checked to be outside the path polygon. When a vertex of any obstacle is inside the path polygon the execution stops as in the previous case.
V. SPEED PROFILE GENERATION
The speed profile is calculated over a given path so that a longitudinal speed value is associated to each of path points. In order to meet the requirements stated in section III, the generated speed profile must not exceed given bounds for longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration and speed to comply with traffic rules and to ensure comfort inside the vehicle (see table 1 ). In this connection, initial and final speed must be also imposed. Since the road corridor and the centreline are composed of Bézier curves, the curvature in each of the simplified points over the centreline is analytically calculated when a new corridor is generated. The curvature at each reference point (κ R n ) is then used to compute a maximum speed value (v max R n ) by limiting the lateral acceleration (a max lat ) as follows:
These maximum speed values at reference points will be used to set the final speed of the final trajectory computation:
where R n is the reference point over the centreline used to generate the candidate selected in the final trajectory).
The speed profile calculation is carried out in several stages: 1) Firstly, a speed limit curve (v lim ) is computed based on the allowed maximum lateral acceleration (a max lat ). To that end, the speed limit at each point of the path (P n ) is computed considering the maximum speed and the circular motion with the curvature at point P n (κ n ): 
where n = 1, . . . , N is the index of each path point (P n ) and N is the number of points. 2) After that, the longitudinal accelerations a n at every point is checked. To do that, initial and final speeds (v 0 and v f ) are imposed and the acceleration profile is computed assuming uniform acceleration between two consecutive points of the path following this expression:
where d p is the distance between points P n−1 and P n of the path. 3) Then, the accelerations computed for each path point are traversed from the starting to the final point in order to verify that they are lower than the maximum acceleration value (a max acc ) and that the speed is below the maximum at that point (v n < v lim n ). In case the acceleration at point P n exceeds the limit or the speed exceed the limit, both the speed and acceleration at point P n are thresholded to the maximum values and the speed at point P n+1 is recalculated using equation (16) . 4) Finally, the same procedure followed in the previous step is performed backwards imposing a deceleration limit of a dec along the whole path. Fig. 4 presents an example of speed profile computation considering the parameters shown in table 2. At the top of the figure, the example path is shown. As can be seen, the speed profile is always under the speed limit curve, which considers the maximum lateral acceleration and the maximum speed. In this case, the speed limit curve is highly influenced by the lateral acceleration limitation as can be seen when the absolute value of the curvature of the path is high. Moreover, note that the maximum positive and negative longitudinal accelerations are not exceeded along the speed profile, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 4 .
When a speed planning is requested, the initial speed is set to the current vehicle speed and the final speed is taken from the speed estimation of the road corridor centreline performed when a new road corridor is set. It is important to emphasize the importance of speed imposed at the end of the trajectory, as it ensures the anticipation of the speed calculation over a path taking into account the road corridor topology beyond where the current planed path ends.
It is also remarkable that this approach allows to change the speed planner parameters (a max lat , a max acc , a max dec and v max ). That means that it is possible to adapt the speed behaviour over the path based on passengers needs allowing them to choose the driving abruptness level. 
VI. TRAJECTORY GENERATION ALGORITHM
The main goal of the trajectory generation module is to provide a new trajectory when needed. To that end, the manoeuvre planner module is in charge of analysing the current state of the vehicle and the perceived traffic scene and consequently request a new trajectory to the trajectory generation module.
The proposed strategy comprises several stages: 1) Motion planning problem initialization: At this first stage, the motion planning solver defines the search space to explore depending on the planning mode that has been set. The planning modes are introduced below. 2) Candidates evaluation: At this stage all the path candidates are evaluated by checking their validity and calculating their costs based on previously defined cost functions. 3) Candidate selection: Among the valid evaluated candidates, one is selected based on their costs values. 4) Final trajectory calculation: Once the best candidate is chosen, the speed profile is calculated taking into account the maximum accelerations to ensure comfort inside the vehicle.
The general motion planning algorithm is depicted in Fig. 5 . The following subsections provides detailed descriptions of all the algorithm stages enumerated above.
This algorithm is launched when a new trajectory is requested by the manoeuvre planner (see Fig. 1 ). Since the VOLUME 7, 2019 manoeuvre planner module is continuously analysing the current situation (collision checking of the current trajectory with perceived objects, and the remaining trajectory length), a mechanism has been included in the trajectory generation in order to prioritize a new planning request to avoid a static or dynamic obstacle (planning modes 2 or 3) in case a non-priority request (planning modes 0 or 1) is being computed.
1) MOTION PLANNING PROBLEM INITIALIZATION
The initialization is the first task performed when a new trajectory is requested. Its main function is to set up the rest planning process based on the current vehicle state and the planning mode requested. When the vehicle follows a planned trajectory, the manoeuvre planner uses the path occupancy polygon to continuously check for collisions with new obstacles that may arise. Thus, a quick response is given to avoid collisions when new obstacles appear (e.g. when detecting an object in a previously occluded area, etc.). To address all possible situations when analysing the predicted motion of nearby objects together with the current planned trajectory of the ego-vehicle, four different planning modes have been stipulated (see Fig. 6 ): (0) plan from current pose, (1) extend current trajectory, (2) avoid static obstacle and (3) avoid dynamic obstacle. These planning modes influence the initialization of the trajectory generation algorithm that is executed in each new planning request: • Plan from current pose: This planning mode is used when planning for the first time or in emergency situations e.g. when the vehicle is not being able to follow the current trajectory with small control errors. When this planning mode is used, the initial pose for path planning is set to the current vehicle pose. The final poses for the candidates of this trajectory section are determined by the next N rp reference points.
• Extend current trajectory: If the length of the remanining path is lower that a stated value (min pl ) the trajectory generator is called with this planning mode. In this case, a point placed at the 90% of the remaining path length is taken as the initial point for the new trajectory section. As in the previous case, the final poses for the candidates are determined by the next N rp reference points.
• Avoid static obstacle: In order to state the reference points for the candidates when a collision of the current trajectory with static obstacle is detected, the free distance from the obstacle to both boundaries of the road corridor (left and right boundaries) is measured to determine if the vehicle is able to pass the obstacle by none, one of both sides. If there is no space enough to avoid the obstacle, it is assumed that the lane is locked and the trajectory is shortened to stop ahead the obstacle maintaining a safe distance, and a new speed profile is calculated with v f = 0 km/h. In this case, an alternative route to reach the same destination is requested to the global planner. In the cases that the vehicle is able to avoid the obstacle, a set of equidistant reference points R n is computed over the free space of the perpendicular line to the centreline of the road corridor that pass through the centre of the obstacle, as shown in Fig. 7 .
The point of the current path placed at a distance d static from the obstacle is set as initial point of the new trajectory section. In case the distance from the vehicle to the obstacle is lower than d static , the closest point of the current path to the vehicle is taken as the initial point for candidates.
• Avoid dynamic obstacle: In order to detect a future collision with a dynamic obstacle, the predicted trajectory of each dynamic obstacle is used to firstly check if there is a spatial collision with the current trajectory ego-vehicle. If there is a spatial collision, then the time at which the ego-vehicle (T v ) and the obstacle (T p ) will pass through the spatial collision point are compared. When the time difference ( T coll = |T v − T p |) is lower than a stated safety threshold (T th ), i.e. T coll < T th , a future collision is detected. In these cases, the motion direction of the obstacle is used to determine the strategy to avoid it: -In the event that the object moves perpendicularly to the trajectory of the vehicle, it is assumed that it will outside the road in the near future, so a new speed profile that avoid the future collision is searched.
In case a new speed profile cannot be found, a new path is computed using the same strategy that is described for the static obstacles above. -If the obstacle moves in the same direction that the vehicle, a new speed profile is computed using the obstacle speed as the maximum speed. -If the obstacle moves in the opposite direction to the vehicle, the strategy used is similar to the one described to avoid static obstacles. Nevertheless, instead of considering the current pose of the obstacle, the predicted pose in the collision point is used. As depicted in the schematic example of Fig. 8 , a new speed profile is needed when a moving obstacle moves perpendicularly to the trajectory of the vehicle. In order to choose a speed profile that avoids the temporal collision with the obstacle, a set of speed profiles are calculated by decreasing iteratively the maximum speed in the section from the current position vehicle to the collision point of the path, maintaining the design maximum speed (v max ) for the speed profile of the remaining path. Thus, when a speed profile complies with T coll > T th in the spatial collision point, the speed profile of the current trajectory is updated to avoid the collision, and then, after the vehicle reach the collision point, the speed profile calculation is resumed. Once the problem initialization is finalized, the candidates evaluation is performed, if needed. Note that in cases where the trajectory is shortened or only the speed profile is updated, there is no need to evaluate path candidates.
2) CANDIDATES EVALUATION
In this stage, all the path candidates that have been selected in the problem initialization are computed and evaluated.
The first step in the evaluation of a candidate is to check its validity by verifying if the path can be driven by the vehicle. To that end, it has to be analyzed that (i) the maximum curvature of the path candidate is below the maximum feasible curvature by the car (κ p c max < κ v max , see Fig. 9a ); (ii) if it would lead the vehicle outside the road corridor (see Fig. 9b ) or (iii) if it would lead the vehicle to collide with some obstacle (see Fig. 9c ).
After the validity of the path candidate is satisfactorily checked, the cost function used to evaluate the quality of the path is computed (see Fig. 9d ). It is not a trivial task to choose a cost function that define the goodness of a path in a given context. Nevertheless, based on the comparison carried out in [23] , the following cost function is used in the evaluation of the candidates.
On the one hand, the first and second derivatives of the curvature reflect the smoothness of the path along the curve. Moreover, the length of the path (L p ) is used to normalize its result. Note also the use of the weight parameter w L p . The motivation for adding this weight is that in case w L p = 1 (i.e. this weight is not considered), the path that minimizes the cost functions tends to be straight and short in spite of being in curved road sections, thus obtaining almost straight paths in cases in which it should not. In order to avoid that, w L p is used with values greater than 1. 
3) BEST CANDIDATE SELECTION AND FINAL TRAJECTORY CALCULATION
Among all valid candidates evaluated in the previous stage, the candidate with minimum cost is selected as the path for the final trajectory (see Fig. 9d ). In order to obtain the final trajectory, firstly the Bézier curve of the selected path candidate is evaluated to obtain equidistant points.
To do that, firstly the curve polynomials are evaluated using a fine discretization of the parameter t to approximate the relationship between t and the distance over the curve (s). Finally, the values of t to obtain equidistant points are calculated by interpolation.
Depending on the planning mode, the new path section can be concatenated with a section of the previous path or not.
Once a path of equidistant points is obtained, the speed profile is computed as described in section V.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the experiments carried out in the real platform at proving grounds of the Centre for Automation and Robotics (CAR). A set of different trials have been conducted to validate the proposed motion planning approaches proposed.
A. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
The vehicle used in the trials is a Citroën DS3 which includes hardware modifications for the automated control of throttle, brake, gearbox and steering systems (see Fig. 10 ). The localization relies on a RTK DGPS receiver. To perceive the environment, the vehicle is equipped with a stereo camera and a four-layers LiDAR (Ibeo Lux 4l) installed at the front of the vehicle. In these tests only the LiDAR was used to perceive the environment. The vehicle also includes an onboard computer with an Intel Core i7-3610QE and 8Gb RAM.
B. TRAJECTORY GENERATION RESULTS
The proposed trajectory generator is evaluated in two different driving scenes: (i) an urban-like scenario with sharp curves and (ii) an urban-like scenario where static and dynamic obstacles must be avoided.
In the experiments, the trajectory generator was set up to compute a total of 4500 path candidates in each planning request. The detailed list of parameters and values used in these experiments are shown in tables 3 and 4.
1) SCENARIO 1: URBAN-LIKE ROUTE THROUGH TIGHT CURVES
This scenario presents a highly sharp road corridor in which the trajectory generator is tested. The route includes the entrance and exit of a small roundabout and several 90 • curves in a single narrow lane of 5 meters wide approximately. Fig. 11 shows the valid candidates evaluated in different planning requests during the trial. Notice that invalid candidates has not been plotted in this sub-figures and still the trajectory generation algorithm can choose the final candidate among a number of valid candidates that evaluated in each planning request Fig. 12 shows the path seen by the vehicle controllers and the real vehicle path during the performed trial. As can be visually noticed, the whole path presents a smooth shape similar to typical vehicle paths obtained when a human is driving. Fig. 13 shows information of the trajectory tracking during the full trial in scenario 1. In addition to the visual perception of the path smoothness observed in Figs. 11 and 12 , in Fig. 13a it can be seen that both lateral and angular errors used in the lateral control present a smooth behaviour, even though the trajectory is updated 13 times during the trial. Moreover, Fig. 13d shows the instant and mode of the planning requests performed. The mode of the first planning request is 0 -plan from the current vehicle pose -as there is not any initial trajectory. Since this scenario does not include obstacles, the rest of the planning requests are performed in mode 1 (extend current trajectory). In addition, it can be observed that the first four planning requests were triggered in consecutive samplig periods (100ms). This is caused by the minimum remaining path length requirement, that makes the manoeuvre planner to send planning requests to the trajectory generator with planning mode 1 (extend current trajectory) until this requirement is met.
Finally, Fig. 13c shows the reference speed and measured vehicle speed during the test.
Regarding the computing time, the mean of the total processing time per planning request is 56.37 ms with a standard deviation of 14.69 ms, where the speed planning takes less than 1 ms in all planning requests. More information about each planning request is shown in table 5.
Regarding the speed planning, the maximum positive longitudinal, negative longitudinal and lateral accelerations were set to 0.4 m/s 2 , 0.7 m/s 2 and 1.0 m/s 2 , respectively. To analyze the resulting behaviour of the vehicle in terms of occupant comfort, Fig. 14 shows a density plot of the real longitudinal and lateral accelerations measured along the trial. This figure shows that most of the acceleration measurements fall within the dashed white rectangle that represent the design acceleration limits.
To conclude, this experiment showed that the proposed algorithm is able to generate a number of valid candidates and select the optimum candidates in a few milliseconds even in sharp areas where consecutive curves must be overcome by the vehicle.
2) SCENARIO 2: STATIC AND DYNAMIC OBSTACLES AVOIDANCE
The scenario of this experiment includes static and dynamic obstacles located at different places of the route that the vehicle is following to reach the destination point, which was set a few meters behind the initial point, as can be seen in Fig. 15 . As this scenario includes a greater complexity with respect to the previous one, and consequently a higher number of planning request is carried out, only the valid path candidates of five representative planning requests (1, 6, 16, 40, 42) during the trial are plotted to improve the readability of this figure. To complement the understanding of this plot, table 6 shows relevant information about the representative planning requests of Fig. 15 . Moreover, the percentage of valid candidates and the processing time in milliseconds at each request are also shown in this table. The average planning time for the whole trial was 37 ms with a standard deviation of 25 ms for the whole experiment.
Furthermore, Fig. 16 shows the speed profile and vehicle speed (left ordinate axis) together with the planning requests during the experiment (right ordinate axis). In this figure it can be seen how and when the planning requests are triggered with different planning modes depending on the situation: at the beginning, the first trajectory is planned from the current vehicle pose (mode 0). At instant t=31.47 s, a dynamic obstacle is detected and consequently a new planning request is carried out (request ID 10). Later, at instant t=45.54 s, the first static obstacle is detected and a planning request of mode 2 is sent (request ID 16). Afterwards, successive planning requests are closely triggered (request IDs 17-42). This is caused by the small shape and localization changes of the perceived obstacles at different consecutive instants, which leads to launch the candidates evaluation procedure at a higher frequency. Note that the trajectory is quickly corrected to avoid the obstacles satisfactorily even with highly noisy perception information. It is also to be noticed that although the speed profile is smooth and continuous almost at every moment, there are two instants (planning requests 10 and 11), where the sudden incursion of the pedestrian in the road forces to reduce the target speed so that the vehicle keeps in the safe envelope.
In order to analyse the comfort inside the vehicle during the test, Fig. 17 shows a density map to represent the measured longitudinal and lateral accelerations. Fig. 17 shows how most of the measured acceleration values fall within the limits (marked with a dashed white rectangle in Fig. 17 ) established in the planning. However, some values are outside mainly due to the joint effect of vibrations induced by road imperfections, slopes and cants in some stretches appearing in this scenario 2. It can also be noticed that since the vehicle must go through more right turns than left ones to reach the destination, more negative (acceleration applied in left direction) than positive lateral acceleration values are measured.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Based on a modular architecture for automated driving, a realtime motion planning approach for automated driving in urban environments is proposed in this work.
On the one hand, a novel sampling method for generating sets of continuous-curvature path candidates based on quintic Bézier curves is proposed. The proposed path planning method uses a cost-effective primitives evaluation that allows an efficient exploration of a big search space. On the other hand, the speed planning algorithm computes the appropriate speed for each point of the generated path considering limits on the speed, longitudinal and lateral accelerations to ensure comfort inside the vehicle.
The proposed motion planning approach has been implemented in a real automated vehicle and successfully tested in a different scenarios where both static and dynamic obstacles had to be avoided. The results showed the ability of the proposed method in computing feasible, safe and human-like trajectories in real-time, allowing the vehicle to reactively handle dynamic scenarios in real environments.
In order to increase the robustness of the approach in environments where the uncertainties in localization and perception can lead to hazardous situations, future work will focus on considering both uncertainties in the motion planning strategy.
